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1.



notes
on ephemera
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nonsensical

paraphrase
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less heroic
believe in
daily routines

4.

witness
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playing homage still
keeps a public idea
at narration
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will have
everyday practices
of memory
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between institutions
between scales
between collaborations
between cartographic
between practices
between performances
between debates
between innovative
between ranges
between contemporary
between premises
between research
between existing
between cooperation
between events
between experimental
between lectures
between complexity
between fashion
between solo
between improvised
between intersections
between aesthetic
between noise
between culture
between group
between public
between sonic
between systems
between tools
between tactical
between connections
between fires
between closed
between centuries
between currently
between among



between writings
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experiences
of
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psychological
migrant
archive
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undo became
absent in
the roles
from collaboration

punctuated
with the same
anonymous moment
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a public solvent poem motive opinion is organ.
mail nine lettuce of a component page. a yellow
jet anchor skeptics filibuster else. by iconic
fife flag otherwise the shoes. with two of it
doubts the way. branded and worth making world
particular circus dotted culture. variant opens
and thief for use as helium onion. never pocket
held clue social carrots discuss sections stark
beginnings to sprinkle the yam including coasts
marked by political misspelling from militants
who now exist as culture in the whole. moons of
problems work around arcade inclusion. as muscle
saturday bisects abstract character to incite
moral equality, so sand hammers by anarchy swept
sea changes either as the double-core thus every
thing reading very conflict can be inscribed.
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advance vast values would like sheets arranged. grand
hard-edged documents invoke decorative concerns nor
comics. in order to attract people who deplore time
things are curious. ever since new dance lectures the
conventions of china, social systems audition below the
reforms not as chronic promises into complete and united
nucleus.
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house of parboil please research through your
massacre document the life-art veil revealed
tightly experimental chainsaw or meat-forceps
forcing them to take responsibility for other
wise the mirror. they capitalist demons canal
gruel neoliberal art hegemony normalizing the
dominant proposition an urgent consensus inco
rporated in parallel obsessions to speculatte
the business mattress against us again.
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felt by the witness
as circulation of



palpable memories.
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reading memories. is palpable
about of obsreving. circulation
opening as to witness the the
true by experience felt given
tripess collages ordinary and
compainted a durir voyage -
subjective: hypersensitive
as fragments hypothesis
documented, the certain recompose
ideas
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reading recompose
palpable documented,
about hypothesis
circulation as
opening hypersensitive
the subjective:
true voyage -
given compainted
tripess and
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reflections
surprise and envelope.

arranging another nothing
as sense so an
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fantasy wranks of ha.

there is no authoritarian
language for  the mirror
image of an avant-garde
plurality.

confroc a fold,
fold a tempora repreth.

realim the ruse of flow.
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not that

escape a favorite example!
flux another example!
shrieking themselves of it!
waiting to there about.
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we want Dionysos, we get Tantalus.
we resist Tantalus, we get Oedipus.
we rid ourselves of both Oedipus and Tantalus, we get Sisyphus.
we give up.
we still want Dionysus, but we will settle for Ariadne.
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even Nero's fiddle is on fire!
we dismiss it as progress and carry on.
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zoom slowly the orders with flexible demon
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a grid of autonomous details for themselves

01.28.2012



not this

cooking a language to nourish the poiesis of everyday life
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investigap is not
the point so as t
o make a subjectt
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not this

investigape is nott
the point so as too
mask mask a subject
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not that

The modern world has to learn what it already knows,
become what it already is, through a great exorcism
of obstacles, through practice. We can escape the



commonplace only by manipulating it, controlling it,
thrusting it into our dreams or surrendering it to
the free play of our subjectivity.

Evetything starts from subjectivity, but nothing
stays there. Today less than ever.

The struggle between subjectivity and everything
that corrupts it is about to widen the terrain of
the old class struggles. It will revitalise it and
make it more bitter. The desire to live is a political
decision.

(Raoul Vaneigem, The Revolution of Everyday Life)
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the nomad is either a chameleon or a corpse.
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not that

signifier = subjectivity
slippery = nomadic
porous = our
experiences pass through us
and we learn from all of them,
whether we want to or not,
whether we know it or not,
especially if we do not believe it.



it is a trick.
do not believe it.
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normally acquires symbols
from the solo
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writer. collectively - pattern; live,
feeling, so, 2004. wrote: results,
fractured, self, open, influences.

practice, products, content, radical,



seventies. contemporary, refractory.

1960s: media, causes, metaethics,
practice. 2004. research.

2.
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not that

a whatever singularity,
the subjective equivalent of a urinal
or a box of Brillo pads

01.30.2012

not this

traditional a whatever singularity,
lives. the subjective equivalent of a urinal
as corpses. or a box of Brillo pads

01.30.2012

not that

traditional a whatever beings. monopoly
singularity, is less
lives. the subjective fray. the bodies
equivalent of a urinal gazes
as corpses. or a box of need
Brillo pads devastating
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traditional a whatever beings. monopoly
singularity, is less images never
lives. the subjective fray. the bodies
equivalent of a urinal gazes never
as corpses. or a box of need use-value
Brillo pads devastating exists
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war traditional a whatever
multiple beings. monopoly
resented singularity, is less
simply images never
remembers lives. the subjective
well-being fray. the bodies
know equivalent of a urinal
disquieting gazes never
bed sheets as corpses. or a box of
living need use-value
present Brillo pads devastating
traverses exists
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war traditional a whatever long
multiple beings. monopoly know
resented singularity, is less
simply images never there... has
remembers lives. the subjective
well-being fray. the bodies suspected
know equivalent of a urinal rest
disquieting gazes never without
bed sheets as corpses. or a box of
living need use-value implied
present Brillo pads devastating
traverses exists relations
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war traditional a whatever
long one, before between
multiple beings. monopoly
know surrealists words
resented singularity, is
less extreme, erupt
simply images never there...
has snobs. curfew our
remembers lives. the
subjective battleground
well-being fray. the bodies
suspected order to escape
know equivalent of a urinal
rest perceptions. visions
disquieting gazes never
without into cells chairs
bed sheets as corpses. or a box
of thought populates eternal
living need use-value
implied theaters zones what
present Brillo pads



devastating contain coherences
traverses exists
relations electric numbers
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organizes war traditional a whatever
preparation long one, before between
doorjamb multiple beings. monopoly
beginning know surrealists words
present resented singularity, is
standardization less extreme, erupt
behavioral simply images never there...
acknowledgement has snobs. curfew our
pertinence book remembers lives. the
dream utopias subjective battleground
carrying well-being fray. the bodies
1970s climate suspected order to escape
advance know equivalent of a urinal
obsolete rest perceptions. visions
moments another disquieting gazes never
metaphor without into cells chairs
relational bed sheets as corpses. or a box
impoverished of thought populates eternal
sociality touched living need use-value
simple history implied theaters zones what
autobiographies present Brillo pads
inappropriate devastating contain coherences
impression of quality traverses exists
laboratory relations electric numbers
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how do you think it happens,
this rebirth of the author
in post-collaborative
contextual content?
the author gives herself
permission, and does not ask
for permission from anyone.
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social and political structures are
not a material to manipulate,



but things to have a dialogue with,
to be influenced by.

co-ordinated social and political structures are
motivated not a material to manipulate,
festival but things to have a dialogue with,
abandoned to be influenced by.

co-ordinated social and political
structures are resuscitated
motivated not a material to
manipulate, uneasy groups
festival but things to have a
dialogue with, radio soapbox
abandoned to be influenced by.

co-ordinated social and
political references
structures are resuscitated
motivated not a material
to plundering singing
manipulate, uneasy groups
festival but things to
have a incongrous radical
dialogue with, radio
soapbox educational pursuits
abandoned to be influenced
by recapitulation return.

theosophy co-ordinated social and
mash writings political references
rejuvenating structures are resuscitated
during lectures motivated not a material
pacifism local to plundering singing
notions exponent manipulate, uneasy groups
romance escapes festival but things to
ethical oddity have a incongrous radical
legacy delivery dialogue with, radio
garnering soapbox educational pursuits
symptomatic abandoned to be influenced
necessarily by recapitulation return.
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The form of the outcome is never
established at the beginning and
often not even at the end of a
piece of work.

have The form of the outcome is never
in a established at the beginning and
bygone often not even at the end of a
two piece of work.

have The form of the outcome
is never asymmetrical of the
in a established at the beginning
and even the achromatic the early
bygone often not even at the end
of a operable last visited with a
two piece of work your to be self.

i think you have The form of the
outcome whispered the whispered
is never asymmetrical intellectual
of the utterly burgeois intentions
in a established at the creative
the beginning round reading diaries
and even the achromatic fictional
the early ins some the even title
bygone often not even at history
the end hotbed of invasion, was
of a operable last visited culture
with a outlawed intelligentsia
two piece of work your to revival
be self acknowledgement afternoon.
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The exercise is one of negotiation,
and the work lies in the making, not
what is made, as the piece has no
distinguishable form other than bouts
of confab and activity.

in 1964 The exercise is one of negotiation,
necessary and the work lies in the making, not
liberty what is made, as the piece has no
relationship distinguishable form other than bouts
unimaginable of confab and activity.

in 1964 The exercise is one of
negotiation, jolt. the current
necessary and the work lies in
the making, not references share
liberty what is made, as the piece
has no spelling spherical amplify
relationship distinguishable form
other than bouts suspended dipper
unimaginable of confab and activity.

in 1964 The exercise is one of hemisphere
negotiation, jolt. the current underground
necessary and the work lies in war songs
the making, not references share mentioned
liberty what is made, as the piece sheeting
has no spelling spherical amplify plastic
relationship distinguishable form concrete
other than bouts suspended dipper makeshift
unimaginable of confab and activity plywood.

in 1964 The exercise is one
of hemisphere key to the stage



negotiation, jolt. the speeches
current underground collective
necessary and the work lies
in war songs utopian functional
the making, not references urban
share mentioned waterfalls in
liberty what is made, as the
piece sheeting miniature pools
has no spelling spherical duty
amplify plastic driftwood shale
relationship distinguishable
form concrete organic angular
other than bouts suspended toy
dipper makeshift lyricism raw
unimaginable of confab and idea
activity global allegory plywood.
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Imbolc was resurrected as a religious festival in Neopaganism,
This refers to the pregnancy of ewes.
the inner chamber of the passage tomb
The Blackthorn is said to bloom at Imbolc.
Cailleach — the hag of Gaelic tradition — gathers her firewood
for the rest of the winter.
Brigid (also known as Brighid, Bríde, Brigit, Brìd) is the Gaelic
goddess of poetry, healing and smithcraft.
will smother (or "smoor") the fire and rake the ashes smooth. In
the morning, they look for some kind of mark on the ashes,
when the primroses, dandelions, or other spring flowers
rise up through the snow,
celebrate a variation of Imbolc as one of four "fire festivals",

01.31.2012



not this

This refers to the pregnancy of ewes. celebrate a variation of
Imbolc as one of four "fire festivals", rise up through the snow,
the inner chamber of the passage tomb when the primroses,
dandelions, or other spring flowers the morning, they look for
some kind of mark on the ashes, will smother (or "smoor") the fire
and rake the ashes smooth. In goddess of poetry, healing and
smithcraft. Brigid (also known as Brighid, Bríde, Brigit, Brìd)
is the Gaelic for the rest of the winter. Cailleach — the hag of
Gaelic tradition — gathers her firewood festival in Neopaganism,
The Blackthorn is said to bloom at Imbolc was resurrected as a
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not that

This refers to the pregnancy of ewes. celebrate
a variation of as a "smoor") the fire healing and
Imbolc as one of four "fire festivals", rise up
through the snow, Neopaganism, resurrected
the inner chamber of the passage tomb when the
primroses, — the hag of they look for Brigit, Brìd)
dandelions, or other spring flowers the morning,
some kind of mark on the ashes, will smother (or
and rake the ashes smooth. In goddess of poetry,
smithcraft. Brigid (also known as Brighid, Bríde,
is the Gaelic for the rest of the winter. Cailleach
Gaelic tradition — gathers her firewood festival in
The Blackthorn is said to bloom at Imbolc was

01.31.2012
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The Blackthorn is said to bloom
some kind of mark on the ashes,
is the Gaelic for the rest of the
smithcraft. Brigid (also known as
and rake the ashes smooth. In
This refers to the pregnancy
of ewes. celebrate at Imbolc
was gathers her Cailleach
a variation of as a "smoor")
the fire healing and firewood
festival in a fiery arrow.
Imbolc as one of four "fire
festivals", rise up winter.
through the snow, Neopaganism,
resurrected Brighid, Bríde,
the inner chamber of the passage
tomb when the goddess of poetry,
primroses, — the hag of they look
for Brigit, Brìd) will smother (or
dandelions, or other spring flowers
the morning, Gaelic tradition —
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perception,
no new nose a coarse structured:
1974, sign and deception,

alphabet to examine
the invaluable anonymous.
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poetic and existing,
language is in or of
the vocabulary
subject to it.

capitalist latitude
imagines an unambiguous
egg by means of the
radically blank screen:

poetry buried in the snow
precedes the residue of
the art market,

upside-down strategies
evoke language-beaks
linguistic beats letters
break and flow
simultaneously toward an
absence.

avant-garde resonances
extend the conceptual
paranoia of time -

he buried 50 copies oof



his slow-selling volume
of poetry entitled Pinch
-Beet in plaster and off
ered the result to the a
rt market as a sculpture.

as texts re-occupying
the familiar
syntactical alogical:
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active text parallel
gives voice anchored
to a state temporality
cartoons rupture
passive of excavate
consciousness incursion
which resides ample
punning speculative
bodies between mosaics
daydreaming, collides
fantasy, and converge
fulcrum collusion
aleatory hallucination
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fulcrum collusion fantasy,
and converge variable hol
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three eyes sensatic helix

thresholds trans-cu th play

cosmos,
architecture,
absence

restless engagement
with commodity mobility
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not that

chair across the invisible
disiplines unorthodox perm
anence
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horizon conte disjuncture, past?
(which
(a form
else,
momentu to re-ex
contingency.
collectivity, burgeoning
empathetic limitations
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from AN EARLY HISTORY OF IMAGE BANK

1974

”Art’s Birthday: The Decca-Dance” is
inspired by Robert Filliou’s idea of
a celebration for the birth of art.
It was the largest event involving the
correspondence network. The event,
hosted by Lowell Darling and Willoughby
Sharp, was staged as a parody of Academy
Awards ceremony similar in strategy to
the General Idea beauty pageant. The
event was well documented on film & video
by Ant Farm. The Mondo Artie script by AA
Bronson and EE Claire and accompanying
ephemera were published by Image Bank as
a multiple edition. This event marked the
end of the pioneering days of networking
and the beginning of what has become known
as “Mail Art”.

from http://front.bc.ca/performanceart/events/1916

January 17, 1974
The Decca Dance and the celebration of the 1,000,011th
anniversary of art, organized by Image Bank, Lowell
Darling, Willoughby Sharp, Ant Farm, General Idea, and
the Western Front. The fall of 1973 was spent in
preparation for this momentous occasion, a celebration
of the Eternal Network that took place in the splendid



ballroom of the former Elk’s Lodge on MacArthur Park in
Hollywood. Susan Subtle, Les Petits Bonbons, John Jack
Baylin, John Dowd, Irene Dogmatic, Anna Banana, Victor
Coleman, Andy Graffiti and a host of correspondence
artists from across North America appeared for the
ritual celebration of Art’s 1,000,011th Birthday and
Mail Art Awards Ceremony. The stage show, a parody of
the Academy Awards, featured a male chorus resplendent
in tuxedos and Shark Fin Bathing Caps moving in stately
symmetry to the inimitable crooning of andogyne Pascal.
It could be said to mark the peak of the mail art movement,
and for many signalled the end of it. Copiously documented
on film, video, and in print.
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You always make things mean something,
Kelley has said of his working methods
; you might abandon them, but you make
things mean something for the moment b
ecause you need to do that. So artwork
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